ARION 630 CIS+
“I already loved the machine
and I knew what I wanted”
J T Jones, Little Worthen, is an agricultural contracting
business which has been operating for over 15 years, with Jim
at the helm.
When it came to buying a replacement tractor for his ARION
620, Jim didn’t need a demonstration of the ARION 630 CIS+
as he already knew the machine.
“I used to have New Holland tractors and decided to move
away from them. When you’re out and about you always have
the opportunity to jump into other branded tractors, so you
tend to have an idea as to what’s out there” says Jim.
“MORRIS CORFIELD lent me a few demonstration tractors to
try before purchasing the ARION 620, which helped me get
a feel for the spectrum of the range and ultimately see which
machine fitted with my business. When it came to buying
the second ARION tractor, I didn’t need a demonstration as I
already loved the machine and I knew what I wanted.

“The ARION 630 CIS+, it really is leaps and
bounds ahead of the old one, the driver
comfort is lots better” explains Jim.

“I have been really impressed with the fuel economy. Despite
only having had this tractor six weeks it has already done 500
hours and is as efficient as the old one on fuel. I bought the
five-post cab with the side window because that’s just what I
like, I find it great for all round visibility. “
Jim deals mainly with the Craven Arms depot of MORRIS,
CORFIELD & CO LTD.
“I had a bearing go on the ARION when I was lugging
silage, MORRIS CORFIELD came out and managed to do
a temporary fix to keep me going. When I brought it in the
following Tuesday to have the ARION fixed, I borrowed a
tractor and by the Friday my ARION was ready” comments
Jim.
“If there’s ever an emergency, they always ring back with
a solution or talk me through the fix over the phone. You
just can’t fault service like that, it’s what every farmer and
contractor needs and relies on.”

“CLAAS seem to have ironed out the niggly things. When
you’re in the machine long hours like me, you want everything
to be right and comfort must be a priority. It really is nice to
drive both in the field and on the road.
“The ARION 630 CIS+ pretty much does most things, it’s
the workhorse of the business. It manages my 3.5t mounted
fertiliser spreader as well as baling and wrapping. I use it
alongside the LEMKEN ZIRKON 8/300 combination drill and
when I am ploughing. The ARION 630 CIS+ is responsible for
the bulk of the work.

“The CLAAS just sticks to the work-load, no hassle! It’s the
workhorse of the business.” Jim Jones
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